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Gold 
The reed cages lie tumbledown on a cardboard platter. Each one holds a sparrow.  
You will open the cage at the top of the hill. The bird will rise against the stormclouded sky, 
circle away and glide slyly back to the woman and her frangipani and her incense and 
birdseed, to be woven into another cage and sold and so on and again. Samsara. 
You begin to climb. The heat curates a plodding slowness of rock, moss, banyan tree, a 
medusa’s head of roots, worn red brick steps. Sweat sticks your shirt to your back. Ahead, 
you see Buddha reclining as gilt and gaudy as the iphone case of the Chinese girl descending 
past you, stilettoed in gold, her skirt tight and hotel-linen neat. 
At the top of the hill the trees part and the temple is white and yellow and illuminates itself 
with the half-swallowed light. Children grind a rusting anti-aircraft gun in a slow circle. The 
Russians airdropped it for the revolution. It never fired. Pasted against a pillar of the temple is 
a poster for Pepsi Max - a sunglassed American grin; curvilinear script.  
Your flight for Vientiane leaves in four hours. 
You may wander, or you may travel, and if travelling you have entered a story second hand. 
You came here because it’s a story already told you by a photograph or another mouth, a 
picture already framed. This Pepsi poster exists outside that frame, merely real. 
So you walk to the edge of the temple. You unweave the reeds. The bird takes flight 
ungratefully fast, too quick for photography, grey wings and grey skies, not even a proper 
memory. A gesture as sudden as the last time your lover dropped your hand.  
A tourist leans on the rail, phone outstretched, the mountains behind her. Her phone mimics 
the sound a camera would make back when memory had moving parts. 
The temple roof is so gold it lights itself. 
You walk down the hill. You see moss and rocks and roots and worn red brick steps. In the 
trees above you hear the wind, a flutter of wings maybe.  
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